STATEMENT FROM THE CEO
Two years on from the beginnings of the COVID-19, it’s fair to say that the art
world is almost back to normal with pent-up demand driving record sales in
2021. Much of this activity has been driven by a combination of low interest rates,
the wealth effect created by bullish stock markets, and a rising cohort of wealthy
younger collectors who have benefitted from the cryptocurrency boom of recent
years. 2022 is already being called the art market’s “new frontier” in the Bank
of America’s Art Market Update: Fall 2021, and I am confident that we’ll see a
return to sustained growth and exciting new opportunities for collectors across
the board.
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I’m especially proud of everything the Red Eight Gallery team has achieved during
2021, especially given the difficult start to the year. Over the past 12 months we’ve
started working with a slew of new artists including Symble, William Fortescue,
Boogie Moli, Joe Webb, Ivan Gette, and Will Teather. From Symble’s striking pop
culture references to Joe Webb’s eclectic collages, each of these artists brings
something different to the Red Eight portfolio and gives our collectors access to
some of the UK’s top emerging talent.
One particular highlight was the recent announcement that six images by our
talented wildlife photographer William Fortescue have received awards at the
Monochrome Awards 2021. These prestigious awards celebrate the very best
black and white photography from around the world. We’re thrilled that William’s
work has been recognised in this way, and it’s yet further proof of his status as
one of the world’s finest wildlife photographers.
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We also now have our very own dedicated exhibition space in the historic Royal
Exchange in the City of London. This new gallery has already hosted Panik’s “Life
Laundry” exhibition in December 2021 as well as a pop-up show featuring the
work of talented urban artist Bluntroller.
2022 will be a year of continued evolution and growth for Red Eight. We have a
busy exhibition schedule which will kick off with award-winning images by William Fortescue in January followed by new work by Joe Webb in February. I hope
you’ll be able to join us for one of our events this year to meet our artists and
discover our diverse portfolio for yourself.

Julian Usher

CEO, Red Eight Gallery
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THE ART MARKET IN 2021
> OVERVIEW
2021 has represented a return to normality for the art market, with pent-up demand
from the COVID-19 pandemic and growing interest in NFTs from wealthy cryptocurrency investors driving record sales. One telling measure of this buoyant mood
is performance at the fall art auctions in New York where sales in excess of $2.6 billion set a new all-time record. In total some 32 works sold for more than $20 million
at the Christie’s, Sotheby’s and Phillips auctions.

Equally insightful are the auction sale figures for H1 2021 shown in Fig.1 below.
Total sales for H1 2021 were up 230% on H1 2020 and exceeded those of H1 2019,
demonstrating the rapid recovery of the art market and surging demand following
the worst days of the COVID-19 pandemic.

YOY H1 COMPARISON OF FINE ART AUCTION PERFORMANCE

Source: CollectorIQ
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Contemporary art has continued to perform well with sales up 50% in H1 2021
compared with H1 2019 according to Artprice’s Contemporary Art Market Report.
Growth was particularly strong in the United States ($592 million in H1 2021), Hong
Kong ($435 million) and Germany ($21.7 million).

Looking ahead to 2022, Bank of America’s Art Market Update: Fall 2021 is just one
of many industry reports sounding an optimistic note for the year to come: “2021
has married the unprecedented change of 2020 with a robust financial market, low
interest rates and a return to the art market infrastructure, giving us, we believe, an
art market poised for growth.”
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> NFTS BREAK RECORDS
Digital artworks known as NFTs have continued to dominate the headlines in 2021
thanks to the record-breaking sale of Beeple’s “Everydays: The First 5000 Days” at
Christie’s for $69.3 million in March. According to Christie’s, this sale put Beeple
“among the top three most valuable living artists” and demonstrated the growing
demand for NFTs on the secondary market.
By the end of 2021 $41 billion had been spent on NFTs, a figure which includes both
digital artworks and collectibles as well as other types of digital assets. In comparison, the traditional global art market was worth $50.1 billion according to figures
from UBS and Art Basel.

TOTAL VALUE OF SALES SENT TO MAJOR NFT PLATFORMS ($M)
NFTs explode in popularity in 2021
Value of sales sent to major NFT platforms, $m

Data are for ERC721 and ERC-1155 SIFT contracts, January to December 15
Source: Chainalysis
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> BOOMING ASIAN ART MARKET
Asian markets helped lead the art market’s recovery from COVID-19, with Hong
Kong first outpacing New York and London in December 2020. This momentum
continued into 2021 with auction sales in China for Q2 hitting $1.2 billion, or 69%
more than the total auction sales for 2019.

WESTERN FINE ART SOLD IN HONG KONG
Number of Western Fine-Art Lots Sold in Hong Kong

Western Fine-Art Lots Sold in Hong Kong: 1991-H1 2021 12

Source: Artnet

©2021 Artnet Worldwide Corporation..

Although these new records can be attributed directly to the COVID-19 pandemic,
China and Hong Kong are expected to remain major players in the global art auction landscape. According to the “Artnet Intelligence Report: Fall 2021”, in H1 2021
967 non-Asian works collectively brought in over $457 million at auction in Hong
Kong. Yet between 1991 and 2004 just 158 works by non-Asian artists sold for a total
of $12.3 million. This growing appetite for Western fine art combined with the region’s ever-expanding population of UHNW individuals sets the stage for impressive gains into 2022 and beyond.
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> YOUNG & EMERGING ARTISTS
Research by ArtTactic in October 2021 revealed that 90% of the top-performing artworks in the Post-War and Contemporary categories at Sotheby’s, Christie’s and
Phillips came from artists under the age of 45. Overall the COVID-19 pandemic has
had a mixed effect on emerging talent. Some newer artists have struggled to establish themselves and gain visibility with galleries closed and art fairs cancelled,
while others have benefitted from extra time to create during lockdowns and opportunities to expand their online networks.
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> TOP PERFORMING ARTISTS FOR 2021
There are few surprises amongst the top-selling artworks for 2021, except for the
remarkable $69.3 million paid for Beeple’s “Everydays: the First 5000 Days” at Christie’s New York. At the top of the list is Picasso’s “Femme assise près d’une fenêtre
(Marie-Thérèse)” which sold for $103.4 million in June, making it the first artwork to
exceed $100 million since spring 2019.

1. Pablo Picasso,
“Femme assise près d’une fenêtre (Marie-Thérèse)”
$103.4 million at Christie’s New York in May 2021
2. Jean-Michel Basquiat,
“In this case”
$93.1 million at Christie’s New York in May 2021
3. Sandro Botticelli,
“Portrait of a Young Man holding a Roundel”
$92.2 million at Sotheby’s New York in January 2021
4. Mark Rothko,
“No. 7”
$82.5 million at Sotheby’s New York in November 2021
5. Beeple (Mike Winkelmann), “Everydays: the First 5000 Days”
$69.3 million at Christie’s New York
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OUTLOOK FOR 2022
Key trends
> Lingering COVID-19 uncertainty
Disruption from the pandemic is expected to continue into 2022 largely due to the
Omicron variant. TEFAF (the European Fine Art Fair) has already decided to cancel
their main fair which was due to be held in Maastricht in March, following cancellations of both the 2020 and 2021 editions. Yet most other large art fairs are set to go
ahead in 2022 for the time being.

> Online sales & viewing to continue to expand
Galleries and art fairs have raced to embrace the digital space during the past two
years due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This has created new opportunities, including the emergence of year-round digital art hubs which now co-exist with
physical art fairs, allowing collectors and art lovers to engage at their own pace.
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> Physical viewing to remain important
Despite the shift to digital galleries, physical viewing remains at the core of art appreciation and pent-up demand may well drive an expansion of in-person experiences into 2022 and beyond.

> Renewed opportunities for emerging talent
During the pandemic collectors tended to minimize risk by sticking to established
artists and galleries they were already familiar with. As the art world returns to normality, opportunities and support for emerging talent is expected to resume.
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For more information about investing in art
or enquiries about the artists we represent, please visit
www.redeightgallery.com
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